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The Gianfranco Ferré Research Center opens at the Politecnico of Milan  
The Ferré Foundation donates the fashion designer’s archives to the University  
 
 
Milan, December 3, 2021 - Presentation of the Gianfranco Ferré Research Center, which 
holds the immense heritage of the fashion designer, a 1969 Politecnico of Milan graduate, 
took place this morning at the Politecnico of Milan. There for the occasion were Ferruccio 
Resta, Rector of the Politecnico of Milan, Alberto Ferré, President of the Gianfranco Ferré 
Foundation, and Rita Airaghi, Managing Director of the Foundation. 
 
The Ferré family, after having created the Foundation in 2008, has chosen now to donate the 
archives and the headquarters on Via Tortona designed by Franco Raggi to the Politecnico of 
Milan. 
The Foundation’s current patrimony, which is almost completely catalogued in digital data 
bank form, features a total of more than 150,000 documents and artifacts (sketches, technical 
drawings, photographs, clothes and accessories, objects, books, magazines, footage, press 
releases and reviews, as well as the designer’s writings, lessons and notes).  Today, the 
archives — which the Italian Ministry of Culture - Archival Superintendence for Lombardy 
has recognized to be “of particular cultural interest” — joins the Politecnico of Milan’s system 
of Historical Archives. 
 
Coordinated by the Design Department, the Gianfranco Ferré Research Center intends to 
meld the Politecnico of Milan’s abilities, technical-scientific knowledge and design culture 
with the tangible and intangible heritage relative to the fashion history, culture and techniques 
which the Gianfranco Ferré Foundation has preserved and valorized. 
 
The Center is based on an interdisciplinary vision able to combine tradition with innovation 
and technology; also, it integrates digital skills into the mastery of the arts of design and 
fashion. A distinctive element consists therefore in the introduction of advanced 
technological solutions into the techniques and knowledge typical of the sartorial, artisanal 
and technical culture of creative industries. These solutions include: enhanced reality and 
virtual reality; reverse modeling, digital prototyping and 3D printing; haptic and sonic 
perception; holographic rendering, animated graphics, and movie production. 
 
While digital technologies have already found ample application in the fashion industry, as 
yet lacking is an integrated approach able to explore the full potential of hybridization 
between physical and virtual dimensions in order to rethink the fruition of fashion artifacts 
also in terms of cultural valorization and expanded narration. 
 
 



The Research Center plans to initiate a series of interdisciplinary experiments that under the 
coordination of the Fashion in Process Lab of the Design Department will involve many of the 
University’s academic disciplines — from mechanical engineering to information engineering 
and bioengineering, to mathematical engineering — so as to explore diverse trajectories of 
research and innovation. The first year of activity will conclude with an initiative open to the 
public that will showcase some unique pieces from the Ferré archives within the context of 
new scenarios in the digital transformation of creative and cultural industries.  
 
 “The value of the heritage lies in lasting, growing and looking toward the future. Preservation 
means continuing to make sure that thoughts and objects live on in new forms. This is the 
objective of the Gianfranco Ferré Research Center which we inaugurate today with the intent 
to promote digital innovation in the creative and cultural industries,” says Ferruccio Resta, 
Rector Politecnico of Milan. “Gianfranco Ferré, a great fashion designer and artist, was an 
ambassador of Italy and of our university in the world: one of those names that make us 
proud. What is most striking about his work is the rigor, due perhaps to the progettualità 
(planning quality) intrinsic to his formation as an architect, and the emotion. A union 
between technique and art, between method and inventiveness, that we encourage in our 
classrooms and our laboratories through experimentation which now passes through the ever 
tighter junction between technology and creativity.” 
 
“The creation of the Gianfranco Ferré Research Center at the Politecnico of Milan makes me 
particularly happy and proud to have honored my commitment to keep the memory and 
merit of my brother Gianfranco alive,” comments Alberto Ferré, President of the 
Foundation. “From now on, the torch passes to those who will surely know how to use the 
most advanced tools in further disseminating and raising awareness about a cultural 
patrimony of immense value, thanks to projects and to various experiments, with the support 
of new languages. It’s a return home, to ‘his’ Politecnico, where teaching and research are the 
product of continual experimentation, where the latest technologies can both enable the 
reading of and bring to life in a contemporary key the fruit of the poetry, the creativity, the 
dream underlying the fashion of Gianfranco, who always imbued his work with these values 
by using the method and the progettualità emblematic of the Politecnico of Milan.” 


